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For the last several years, we have been seeing an increased interest in cross-border real estate business, that is,
interest in purchasing properties outside of one's native country. What is driving this?

There are a variety of factors at play, including the role of technology in disseminating both ideas and products
around the world faster than ever before. Social media and the Internet have helped to showcase lifestyles in other
countries with more detail and depth than the world has ever seen.

This trend shows no sign of abating.

Earn, learn, yearn
Younger generations are also traveling more than previous generations. Once again, international travel is seen as a
core part of the education of younger people.

Part of that travel is exposure to new places and the sense that home does not have to be rooted in one specific
place. There is much more of a sense that the world offers all sorts of varied opportunities today.

We have watched global migration increase both due to lifestyle as well as economic influences, politics and
natural disasters. What has shifted somewhat is there is no one place where people are gravitating.

For example, in the United States, we see a bit of an exodus from California as high prices and natural disasters
have sent people north to the new tech centers of the Pacific Northwest as well as into less expensive markets with
similar warm climates such as Arizona, Nevada and Texas.

Here are some trends we see that shape the real estate market worldwide:

1. Political shifts: Brexit and beyond

It has been nearly two years since the Brexit vote, and there is still a great deal of uncertainty about exactly how the
division will play out.

This lack of clarity has led many potential buyers in London to adopt a wait-and-see attitude as prices have slowed
along with interest.
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Some activity has shifted to other financial centers including Frankfurt, Germany.

Germany overall has seen a major luxury boom in the last few years, with much of the interest coming from other
European nations.

Chinese buyers have been active, both bargain hunting on top-tier properties in the United Kingdom as well as
looking at opportunities in Germany and beyond.

2. The tech migration

Startup culture is fueling the luxury market in a variety of ways.

We have seen an increase in luxury apartments and condominiums in places as diverse as Denver, Berlin and
Seattle, as well as other smaller cities.

Silicon Valley's affluent tech entrepreneurs are on the move, investing in and focused on global markets such as
New Zealand where unspoiled green land awaits.

Many entrepreneurs are also looking at basing their companies in Toronto, Canada, where a business-friendly
culture and national health care are strong incentives.

3. Climate change becomes a growing concern

Awareness of climatological shifts is  an important part of the high-end market. This has manifested in buyers,
particularly those interested in a second home in an oceanfront location, paying more attention to predictions of
sea-level rising or storm patterns.

This is also a time of increased innovation.

Some of the smartest and most influential architects and engineers are creating proposals to mitigate the impact of
rising sea level and provide the best life for the largest amount of people.

4. ASEAN uprising

Earlier this year, I had a chance to travel to Singapore and Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia to meet with real estate brokers,
financial advisors and developers who work in the ASEAN nations including Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam,
Malaysia and Indonesia.

From a luxury perspective, these markets have just barely been tapped. We are just seeing the start of top-tier
developments both in resort areas as well as in major financial centers.

5. The global handshake

Increasingly, we have been asked to play a role in cross-border referrals include the sale of a 30-million euro
Verbier ski chalet in Switzerland, and sales from Europe to the U.S., the Caribbean, and many other destinations.

We are signing on new members from around the world, with representation currently in 70 countries. Because of
our existing relationships in many countries, we are often asked to make a connection even when we do not have a
local member.

The role of brand recognition in luxury real estate still plays an important role as a guarantee of legitimacy and
quality. We have seen this both with our brand as well as with the names of architects, brands and major developers
being attached to luxury projects around the world.

IN A FEW MONTHS, we will be releasing our Global Luxury Real Estate Report which will track insights into the next
moves of the global affluent and, very specifically, the role homeownership plays and differs in markets and
cultures around the world.

Stephanie Anton is president of Luxury Portfolio, the Chicago-based marketing arm of The Leading Real Estate
Companies of the World. Reach her at santon@luxuryportfolio.com.
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